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At Traktørstedet Vestamager on mondays
- where we are normally closed - you can use all of the restaurant from 9-17 to
host a meeting, workshop or conference, or other business related event,
with your company.

We are experienced in hosting events for larger groups and companies,
and can accommodate you and serve you delicious meals and snacks all
day - both breakfast, lunch, snacks, and afternoon coffee and cake for you. 

We will recommend using our unique facilities and sourrounding nature,
as an ideal space for walk and talks, and the more unformal kind of meetings.
The space is not well suited for gthering in front of large screens, as the place 
is made of windows all around it. It is a perfect place for group workshops, 
where you can use the nature and the nearby fireplaces as part of your 
experience and meeting facility. Inside we have many tables where groups 
can work, in calm and comfortable sourroundings and with homemade, 
organic food as part of the meeting. . 

The price of using the whole restaurant space a whole monday, from 9-17h at 
Traktørstedet is 10.000 dkk. In addition you will order the meeting catering that 
you wish us to prepare for you on the day and the drinks you would like to have 
available. The menu, info and options is available at our website
www.traktørstedetvestamager.dk.

It is also possible to host a meeting other days in the week, though you will
then have to share the restaurant with other customers, as it will be during
opening hours. We can put up a light wall between you and other guests.
We invite you to plan how you can use the nature as part of your meeting,
on these normal weekdays.
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Please write us an email with your request, at 
traktoerstedetvestamager@gmail.com


